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Television is the most favorite pastime activity of the world. Remarkably, it has

so far ignored the digital revolution; the way we watch television hasn’t changed

since its invention 75 years ago. But the time of passive TV consumption may

be over soon: Advances in video acquisition technology, novel image analysis al-

gorithms, and the pace of progress in computer graphics hardware together drive

the development of a new type of visual entertainment medium. The scientific and

technological obstacles towards realizing 3D-TV, the experience of interactively

watching real-world dynamic scenes from arbitrary perspective, are currently be-

ing put out of the way by researchers all over the world.

1. Introduction

According to a recent study1, the average US American citizen watches

television 4 hours and 20 minutes every day. While watching TV is the

most favorite leisure activity in the world, it is interesting to note that TV

technology has shown remarkable resistance against any change. Television

sets today still have the computational capacity of a light switch, while

modern PC and graphics cards work away at giga-flop rates to entertain

the youth with the latest computer games.

The idea of making more out of television is not new. Fifty years ago,

Ralph Baer began to think about how to add interactivity to television.

He invented the video game and developed the first game console, thus

becoming the founding father of the electronic entertainment industry, a

business segment whose worldwide economic impact has by now even sur-

passed the movie industry2. Driven by technological progress, economic

competition and an ever-growing number of users, computer games have

become more and more realistic over the years, while TV has remained the

passive medium of its first days.

In recent times, however, scientists from different fields have joined
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forces to tear down the wall between interactive virtual worlds and the

real world3,4,5. Their common goal is to give the consumer the freedom

to watch natural, time-varying scenes from any arbitrary perspective: A

soccer match can be watched from the referee’s, goal keeper’s or even the

ball’s point of view, a crime story might be experienced from the villain’s or

the victim’s perspective, and while watching a movie, the viewer is seated

in the director’s chair. This paper intends to give an overview of current

research in 3D-TV acquisition, coding, and display.

2. 3D-TV Content Creation

To display an object from arbitrary perspective, its three-dimensional shape

must be known. For static objects, 3D geometry can be acquired, e.g., by

using commercial laser scanners. But how can the constantly changing

shape of dynamic events be captured ?

Currently, optically recording the scene from different viewpoints is the

only financially and logistically feasible way of acquiring dynamic 3D geom-

etry information, albeit implicitly6. The scene is captured with a handful

of synchronized video cameras. To recover time-varying scene geometry

from such multi-video footage, relative camera recording positions must be

known with high accuracy7.

The visual hull has been frequently used as geometry proxy for time-

critical reconstruction applications. It can be computed efficiently and

represents an approximate, conservative model of object geometry8. An

object’s visual hull is reconstructed by segmenting object outlines in dif-

ferent views and re-projecting these silhouettes as 3D cones back into the

scene. The intersection volume of all silhouette cones encompasses the true

geometry of the object. Today, the complete processing pipeline for on-line

3D-TV broadcast applications can be implemented based on the visual hull

approach9.

Unfortunately, attainable image quality is limited due to the visual

hull’s approximate nature. Allowing for off-line processing during geom-

etry reconstruction, refined shape descriptions can be obtained by taking

local photo-consistency into account. Space carving10 and voxel coloring11

methods divide the volume of the scene into small elements (voxels). Con-

sequently, each voxel is tested whether its projection into all unoccluded

camera views corresponds to roughly the same color. If a voxel’s color

is different when viewed from different cameras, it is deleted. Iteratively,

a photo-consistent hull of the object surface is “carved” out of the scene
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volume.

2.1. Spacetime Isosurfaces

Both the visual hull approach as well as the space carving/voxel coloring

methods have been developed with static scenes in mind. When applied to

multi-video footage, these techniques reconstruct object geometry one time

step after the other, making no use of the inherently continuous temporal

evolution of any natural event. Viewed as an animated sequence, the re-

sulting scene geometry potentially exhibits discontinuous jumps and jerky

motion. A completely new class of reconstruction algorithms is needed to

exploit temporal coherence in order to attain robust reconstruction results

at excellent quality.

When regarded in 4D spacetime, dynamic object surfaces represent

smooth 3D hyper-surfaces. Given multi-video data, the goal is to find a

smooth 3D hyper-surface that is photo-consistent with all images recorded

from all cameras over the entire time span of the sequence. This approach

can be elegantly formulated as a minimization problem whose solution is a

minimal 3D hyper-surface in 4D spacetime. The weight function incorpo-

rates a measure of photo-consistency, while temporal smoothness is ensured

because the sought-after minimal hyper-surface minimizes the integral of

the weight function. The intersection of the minimal 3D hyper-surface

with a 3D hyper-plane perpendicular to the temporal dimension then cor-

responds to the 2D object surface at a fixed point in time.

The algorithmic problem remains how to actually find the minimal

hyper-surface. Fortunately, it can be shown12 that a k-dimensional sur-

face which minimizes a rather general type of functional is the solution of

an Euler-Lagrange equation. In this form, the problem becomes amenable

to numerical solution. A surface evolution approach, implemented based on

level sets, allows one to find the minimal hyper-surface13. In comparison to

conventional photo-consistency methods that do not take temporal coher-

ence into account, this spacetime-isosurface reconstruction technique yields

considerably better geometry results. In addition, scene regions which are

temporarily not visible from any camera are automatically interpolated

from previous and future time steps.

2.2. Model-based Scene Analysis

A different approach to dynamic geometry recovery can be pursued by

exploiting a-priori knowledge about the scene’s content14. Given a parame-
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terized geometry model of the object in an scene, the model can be matched

to the video images. For automatic and robust fitting of the model to the

images, object silhouette information is used. As matching criterion, the

overlapping area of the rendered model and the segmented object silhou-

ettes is employed15. The overlap is efficiently computed by rendering the

model for all camera viewpoints and performing an exclusive-or (XOR) op-

eration between the rendered model and the segmented images. The task

of finding the best model parameter values thus becomes an optimization

problem that can be tackled, e.g., by Powell’s optimization scheme. In

an analysis-by-synthesis loop16, all model parameters are varied until the

rendered model optimally matches the recorded object silhouettes.

Making use of image silhouettes to compare model pose to object ap-

pearance has numerous advantages:

• Silhouettes can be easily and robustly extracted,

• they provide a large number of pixels, effectively over-determining

the model parameter search,

• silhouettes of the geometry model can be rendered very efficiently

on modern graphics hardware, and

• also the XOR operation can be performed on graphics hardware.

Model-based analysis can additionally be parallelized to accelerate

convergence17. In addition to silhouettes, texture information can be ex-

ploited to also capture small movements18. One major advantage of model-

based analysis is the comparatively low dimensionality of the parameter

search space: only a few dozen degrees of freedom need to be optimized.

In addition, constraints are easily enforced by making sure that during

optimization, all parameter values stay within their physically plausible

range. Finally, temporal coherence is maintained by allowing only a max-

imal change in magnitude for each parameter from one time step to the

next.

3. Compression

Multi-video recordings constitute a huge amount of raw image data. By ap-

plying standard video compression techniques to each stream individually,

the high degree of redundancy among the streams is not exploited. How-

ever, the 3D geometry model can be used to relate video images recorded

from different viewpoints, offering the opportunity to exploit inter-video

correlation for compression purposes. Model-based video coding schemes
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have been investigated for single-stream video data, and MPEG419 pro-

vides suitable techniques to encode the animated geometry, e.g. by updat-

ing model parameter values using differential coding. For 3D-TV, however,

multiple synchronized video streams depicting the same scene from different

viewpoints must be encoded, calling for new coding algorithms to compress

multi-video content.

To efficiently encode the multi-video data using object geometry, the im-

ages may be regarded as object textures. In the texture domain, a point on

the object surface has fixed coordinates, and its color (texture) varies only

due to illumination changes and/or non-Lambertian reflectance characteris-

tics. For model-based coding, a texture parameterization is first constructed

for the geometry model20. Having transformed all multi-video frames to

textures, the multi-view textures are then processed to de-correlate them

with respect to temporal evolution as well as viewing direction21. Shape-

adaptive22 as well as multi-dimensional wavelet coding schemes20lend them-

selves to efficient, progressive compression of texture information. Tem-

porarily invisible texture regions can be interpolated from previous and/or

future textures, and generic texture information can be used to fill in re-

gions that have not been recorded at all. This way, any object region can

later be displayed without holes in the texture due to missing input image

data.

For spacetime-isosurface reconstruction, deriving one common texture

parameterization for all time instants is not trivial since the reconstruction

algorithm does not provide surface correspondences over time. Encoding

the time-varying geometry is also more complex than in the case of model-

based analysis. Current research therefore focuses on additionally retrieving

correspondence information during isosurface reconstruction.

4. Interactive Display

The third component of any 3D-TV system consists of the viewing hard-

and software. In a 3D-TV set, one key role will be played by the graphics

board: It enables displaying complex geometry objects made up of hundreds

of thousands of polygons from arbitrary perspective at interactive frame

rates.

The bottleneck of current, PC-based prototypes constitutes the limited

bandwidth between storage drive and main memory, and, to a lesser ex-

tent, between main memory and the graphics card. Object geometry as

well as texture must be updated on the graphics board at 25 frames per
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second. While geometry animation data is negligible, the throughput ca-

pacity of today’s PC bus systems is sufficient only for transferring low- to

moderate-resolution texture information. Since any user naturally wants to

exploit the freedom of 3D-TV to zoom into the scene and to observe object

details from close-up, object texture must be updated continuously at high

resolution to offer the ultimate viewing experience.

To overcome the bandwidth bottleneck, object texture must be stored

in some form that is at the same time efficient to transfer as well as fast

to render on the graphics board. In addition, rendered image quality shall

not be degraded, preserving the realistic, natural impression of the origi-

nal multi-video images. These requirements can be met by decomposing

object texture into its constituents: local diffuse color and reflectance, and

shadow effects. Since typically neither object color nor reflectance change

over time (only exceptions: chameleons and sepiae), diffuse color texture

and reflectance characteristics need to be transferred only once. Given this

static texture description, the graphics board is capable of computing very

efficiently object appearance for any illumination and viewing perspective.

The remaining difference between rendered and recorded object appear-

ance is due to small-scale, un-modeled geometry variations, e.g. clothing

creases. Only these time-dependent texture variations need to be updated

per frame, either as image information, or, more elegantly, as dynamic

geometry displacement maps on the object’s surface. One beneficial side-

effect of representing object texture in this form is the ability to vary object

illumination: The object can be placed into arbitrary environments while

retaining its natural appearance.

To represent object texture in the above-described way, new analysis

algorithms need to be developed. These must be capable of recovering

reflectance characteristics as well as surface normal orientation from multi-

video footage. While research along these lines has only just begun, first

results are encouraging, and multi-video textures have already been ro-

bustly decomposed into diffuse and specular texture components.

5. Outlook

So will 3D-TV supersede conventional TV anytime soon ? The honest an-

swer is: probably not this year. The TV market exhibits enormous momen-

tum and has already defied a number of previous attempts at technological

advances, e.g. HDTV and digital broadcast.

The new possibilities interactive 3D-TV offers to the user, however, are
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too attractive to be ignored for long. In a few years, 3D-TV will start as

a new application for conventional PCs (much like the RealPlayer c© some

years ago), probably with later adaptation to game consoles, which are then

already hooked up to the TV set situated in the living room. The pace of

progress will depend on the effort required to create attractive content.

Nevertheless, from today’s state-of-the-art one can be optimistic that the

scientific and technological challenges of 3D-TV will be surmountable: A

brave, new, and interactive visual entertainment world lies ahead.
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